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The species-area relationship (SAR) of an ecologically defined region quantifies the
way species number S in a survey increases with area A surveyed. It has long been
fundamental to discussions of species richness (Arrhenius 1921; Gleason 1922; Preston 1960; Rosenzweig 1995; Lomolino 2001), which is one of the central problems
of theoretical ecology, and it has also been used in applied ecology (Ney-Nifle and
Mangel 2000; Driver et al. 2003; Ulrich 2005). SAR’s are routinely presented as
real-valued functions S = f (A), often
S = cAz ,

(1)

though competing forms of f exist (Connor and McCoy 1979; Lomolino 2001).
Such an SAR does not model spatial variability; in applications the variability in
S at a given size A is smoothed out by taking an average. Here view S as instead
intrinsically variable at all scales of A—in other words, as multifractal. We propose
a two-parameter multiplicative cascade to model of this phenomenon. We derive
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a graphical characterisation of multi-fractality and density variation across scales.
Our model generalises Equation 1, of which it retains the scaling properties recently
emphasised in the literature (Harte et al. 1999; Harte et al. 2001; Lennon et al.
2002; Ostling and Harte 2003; He and Legendre 2002; Maddux 2004; Ostling et al.
2004; Pueyo 2006; Martin and Goldenfeld 2006).
As an application, we show that data on spatial variability in richness of Proteaceae
in the Cape Floristic Region.
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Model description

Consider a rectangle with area A0 that contains S0 species (the geometric assumptions can be relaxed, as we do when considering real data). Bisect the rectangle into
two congruent rectangles of area A1 = 2−1 A0 , then bisect each of these with a line
at right angles to the previous bisector to reach four rectangles of area A 2 = 2−2 A0 .
Continue this process, reaching 2k rectangles of area Ak = 2−k A0 after k bisections.
This is the basis of the Hartean derivation (Harte et al. 1999), from which we now
depart.
As each parent rectangle is split in two, spatial heterogeneity in species richness
implies that its offspring inherit unequal amounts of species. Denote by p1 the
fraction of species inherited by the richer half and by p2 the fraction inherited by
the poorer half. Since every species in the larger rectangle must occur in at least
one of the smaller rectangles, we have p1 + p2 ≥ 1. At each stage, the position of
the richer half is randomly assigned.

[Figure 1 about here.]

The simplest case is when p1 and p2 are constant; this assumption implies selfsimilarity. After k bisections the heterogeneity is captured in the binomial (p1 +

Pk
p2 )k = j=0 kj p1k−j pj2 . Thus species richness takes the (k + 1) values pk−j
pj2 S0
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for j = 0 to k, and each level of richness occurs in kj of the 2k rectangles of area
2−k A0 . If one denotes by Pk (S = n) the probability that a rectangle of area 2−k A0

contains n species, then we can restate this result as the species richness distribution
 
k
k−j j
/2k .
(2)
Pk (S = S0 p1 p2 ) =
j
2

Equation 2 applies to any self-similar density which is variable at every scale, and
is perhaps the simplest of all models with this property. Typical realisations are
shown in Figure 2. Moreover, the support of the density may be any geometric
object with finite area, because for a given slope such an area has a unique bisector,
and hence the subdivision process described above is shape-independent.

[Figure 2 about here.]

One can visualise the variability of S versus A in a simple diagram: plot S =
p1k−j pj S0 versus A = 2−k , where j = 0 to k for k = 0 to kmax . This gives (k + 1)
vertical lines, the leftmost of which has k + 1 points and the rightmost a single
point. On a loglog plot (see Figure 3) these vertical lines are bounded by a triangle
with its vertex at (log(A0 ), log(S0 )) on the right and two lines sloping up to it. The
line through the upper bounds of richness has slope log(p1 )/ log(2), and the line
through the lower bounds of richness has slope log(p2 )/ log(2). It is obvious that a
model which produces a diagram very like Figure 3 must essentially be the same as
Equation 2. In fact, any multifractal density will have a roughly triangular footprint
in a loglog plot of density versus sample area. As we show below, this is also true
for at least some data. We suggest that the triangular footprint is a simple way to
characterise a multifractal density.
FROM EDITH: The multifractal model that we propose here is very close to the
one proposed by Stanley and Meakin (see Box) in the context of porous media
modelling. It may be considered as the simplest multifractal model which could
serve as a case study in the framework of multifractal theory, since its interpretation
in the special case of species abundance modelling appears here is obvious. It might
be generalized in many other applications where multifractal have been used so far
only as statistical tools (e.g. Borda de Agua). This model can be fully analysed
mathematically, for example its Reyni dimensions can be calculated exactly (see
box). We also show that it results in a triangular signature that can be considered
as a new indicator of the multifractal nature of a set of experimental data.

[Figure 3 about here.]

In the limit as k → ∞, each rectangle is a scaled copy of the any of the larger ones.
The scaling applies not only to size but also to density: as we rescale the smaller
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to the size of the larger, we must also rescale all densities in proportion so that
the average densities are equal. In this sense, the density defined by Equation 2 is
exactly self-similar. It therefore has all the scaling properties that derive from selfsimilarity (Harte et al. 1999; Harte et al. 2001). In fact, it reduces to Equation 1 as
follows. Define a = (p1 + p2 )/2. One can show that the average number of species
in a rectangle of area 2−k A0 is ak S0 . Then Equation 1 is easily derived (Harte et al.
1999), with a = 2−z . Because of self-similarity as k → ∞, the same value of z holds
for any rectangle irrespective of its average density.
[I DON’T WANT TO TALK ABOUT WHETHER ENTIRE GLOBE HAS ONE
SELF-SIMILAR SPECIES DENSITY]
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Case study: spatial variability in species richness of Cape Proteaceae

We consider all species in the family Proteaceae that occur in the Cape Floristic
Region (Takhtajan 1986; Rebelo 1991; Laurie et al. submitted , ) (CFR henceforth).
This is the smallest of the worlds six floristic regions, among which it has the highest
endemicity. The latitudinal range is from 30◦ S to 34◦ S. The CFR contains almost
the entire fynbos biome. The map of the CFR was rasterised at 10 resolution. The
fynbos biome occurs in 9 426 of the resulting 10 × 10 cells. By permission of Tony
Rebelo of SANBI we obtained species richness for each fynbos cell; for a map see
Figure 6.
We also obtained richness and fynbos area at 9 other scales; see Figure 4 for a
loglog plot. We estimated z ≈ 0.47 by least squares fit of Equation 1 to the
94260 (log(Ai ), log(Si )) data pairs (Laurie et al. submitted , ), and we note that
this implies that p1 + p2 ≈ 1.44.
[Figure 4 about here.]

We calculated the approximate Renyi dimensions (see Box) of the data, and compared them to the exact Renyi dimensions of the model, always keeping p1 + p2 =
1.44. By varying p1 , it is easy to see that there must be a best fit, and that it
must occur near p1 = 0.83; see Figure 5. In other words, we claim that the spatial
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pattern of species richness predicted by the model for the square in Figure 6(a) is
equivalent to the observed richness at a comparable scale as seen on the map in
Figure 6(b).

[Figure 5 about here.]

[Figure 6 about here.]

We can test the estimate p1 = 0.83, p2 = 0.61 by looking at the data in other
ways. First we compare scatterplot of the data in loglog space with the triangular
footprint of the model. The data do fill a roughly triangular region, and we see
from Figure 7 that again the best fit is near p1 = 0.83. We use k = 14 because
the model then has a larger number of finest scale units than the data, so that one
would expect the data to correspond to a subset of the model.

[Figure 7 about here.]

A more exacting test is to compare histograms of the data to histograms derived
from Equation 2 for various levels of k; see Figure 8. We see by the approximate
match between the largest predicted richness and the largest observed richness that
the model is in qualitative agreement with the data. Note that the map in Figure 6(b) predicts 0 < S < 31 as against observed 1 < S < 38, also qualitatively in
good agreement.

[Figure 8 about here.]
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BOX 1: Renyi dimensions and approximate Renyi dimensions
Exact Renyi dimensions for densities known on tesselations of arbitrary mesh size
The Renyi dimensions of an object with possibly varying density are given by [GIVE
REF]

D(q) =


PN (r)

1 log i=1 pqi (r)


lim

r→0 q − 1
log r
PN (r)


p (r) log pi (r)


 lim i=1 i
r→0
log r

if q 6= 1

(3)

if q = 1,

where r is a characteristic length, pi is the proportion of the density in box i, and it
takes N identical boxes with length r to cover the object. For a fractal object D(0)
is a non-integer; for a standard fractal like the Sierpinski gasket D is a constant;
for a multifractal D may be a curve.
Substituting the probabilities from Equation 2 into Equation 3 gives

log(pq1 + pq2 ) − q log(p1 + p2 )


√
if q =
6 1



(1 − q) log( 2)
D(q) =


(p1 + p2 ) log(p1 + p2 ) − p1 log(p1 ) − p2 log(p2 )


√
if q = 1.

(p1 + p2 ) log( 2)

(4)

This formula yields the exact Renyi dimensions in Figure 5.
Note that spatially homogeneous species richness is not fractal in the geometric
sense, even when it satisfies Equation 1 (in which case p1 = p2 = a = 2−z ).
The 2-dimensional multifractal constructed by Stanley and Meakin (1988) takes k/2
steps to reach 2k rectangles of area 2−k A0 and its parameters are the same p1 and p2
that we use. Denoting by DSM the Renyi dimensions of their multifractal (Perrier
et al. 2006), one has DSM = 2D + 2, where D is given by Equation 4.
Approximate Renyi dimensions for densities known only from data on irregular
domains
We noted above that a cascade of bisections is possible on any domain with finite
area. Nevertheless, real data the calculation implied by Equation 3 is usually infeasible. We used the following approximation. Assume that the data are available
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at several scales Ai , where A0 is the area of the whole region. At each such scale,
randomly select from the data m replicates such that mAi ≈ A0 . The slope of lin-

ear regression of S q against A then yields D(q) in the standard way (Perrier et al.
(2006)). Obviously this requires that the m replicates at each scale represent the

true variability and that many scales over a large range are available; the Protea
Atlas CFR data that we used met both requirements. We chose only those Ai with
m or more data in the sample, and easily had enough scales for good estimates of
D(q) (all fits had R2 > 0.99).
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Figure 1: Multiplicative cascade, stages k = 0, 1, 2 and 3. At each stage, there are
2k bisections. p1 is the fraction of richness inherited by the richer half, p2 is the
fraction of richness inherited by the poorer half. Position of richer half is randomly
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Figure 2: Realisations with p1 = 1, p2 = 0.6, and (a) k = 2, (b) k = 3, (c) k = 6
and k = 14. Density scale is the same in all four cases: the maximum richness is p21 ,
which appears as black squares in the k = 2 example, and the minimum richness is
p14
2 , which appears only in the k = 14 example.
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Figure 3: The footprint of Equation 2 in loglog space. Here, S0 = 400, A0 = 210 ,
p1 = 0.8, p2 = 0.6 and k ranges from 0 to 10.
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Figure 4: Loglog scatterplot of all data (blue) with best fit of S = cAz (black),
obtained by least squares regression on the log-transformed data. Data points (A, S)
show area A and species number S in a k 0 × k 0 tetrad centred on one of the 10 × 10
cells, where k = 1, 3, 7, 15, 31, 63, 127, 255, 511 or 1023. Only 5% of the resulting
data points appear in the figure, but all the points were used in the regression.
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Figure 5: Renyi spectra of various model parameterisations (red) compared to the
data (blue). Model parameters satisfy p1 + p2 = 1.44 in each case. (a) p1 = 0.72
(b) p1 = 0.80 (c) p1 = 0.83 (d) p1 = 0.86 and (e) p1 = 0.94
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Figure 6: (a) The square shows spatial variation predicted by the model using
k = 14 and the best parameter estimates p1 = 0.83, p2 = 0.61.
(b) The map shows Proteaceae richness in the Cape Floristic Region at 10 × 10
resolution.
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Figure 7: Loglog scatterplots of data (blue) with model predictions (red). Model
uses k = 14 and S0 = 421, the extrapolation using z = 0.47 in Equation 1 from the
observed S = 372 at A = 9426 to S0 at A0 = 214 . In each case p1 + p2 = 1.44. (a)
p1 = 0.72 (b) p1 = 0.83 (c) p1 = 0.94
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Figure 8: Histograms of model prediction (red) versus data (blue). In all cases, the
model uses p1 = 0.83, p2 = 0.61 and various k and S0 = 421. Data (blue) for corresponding sample area. SHOULD REWRITE TO EXPLAIN THE SUBTITLES
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